ABSTRACT
How effectively do we adhere to nudges and interventions that help us control our online browsing habits? If we have a temporary lapse and disable the behavior change system, do we later resume our adherence, or has the dam broken? In this paper, we investigate these questions through log analyses of 8,000+ users on HabitLab, a behavior change platform that helps users reduce their time online. We find that, while users typically begin with high-challenge interventions, over time they allow themselves to slip into easier and easier interventions. Despite this, many still expect to return to the harder interventions imminently: they repeatedly choose to be asked to change difficulty again on the next visit, declining to have the system save their preference for easy interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
More people are working with computers [102] and online [32, 71, 98] than ever before, making distractions an ever-present problem [33, 80, 129]. While tied to well-being outcomes [22], social media and other platforms also often lead to self-interruptions that people wish they are better able to control [63, 79]. Many productivity tools have emerged to combat online distractions [62, 77], yet keeping users adhering to interventions remains a challenge [2, 38]. Attrition, where people weaken or give up on their behavior change regimen, can be caused by a number of factors including low perceived intervention effectiveness [63], high perceived intervention difficulty [45], lack of motivation [6], or a mismatch between the system’s interventions and user preferences [63].

In this paper, we seek to understand how people maintain or weaken their behavior change regimens over long periods of time. Are we able to maintain the interventions that we set in place? If we lose the battle, does it happen slowly or suddenly? And once we lose, do we resume our attempt or give up permanently? These questions are critical to the design of behavior change systems, as users may succumb to present-biased choices that are not in line with their long-term goals [73, 120]. In addition to the opportunity to inductively build theory around these questions, there is also a set of practical questions that this research answers: behavior change systems must decide on an appropriate difficulty level [7, 26]: too light a touch, and users might not change their behavior [106], while excessively aggressive interventions may backfire [8, 45, 90]. Knowledge of how user preferences vary over time can help a system identify an appropriate difficulty level for the user in the present moment [1, 11].

In this paper, we study how productivity intervention difficulty preferences change over time, and explore the tradeoffs in terms of time, attrition, and accuracy of asking users about difficulty preferences at various frequencies. We do so by running three studies on the HabitLab platform, an in-the-wild behavior change platform for helping users reduce their time spent online.

An important first question is how users’ intervention difficulty preferences evolve over time: what happens to the difficulty levels that users choose over time? How effectively do they stick to their original intended regimen? So, our first study observationally tracks changes in users’ choices of intervention difficulty over time. We observe users initially choosing more difficult interventions, and later choosing easier ones, with over half of users eventually keeping the system installed but choosing to have no interventions at all. This result makes clear that user preferences are not static, meaning that any system would need to track changes over time, for example through prompts asking users about their preferences.

Of course, prompting users has attentional and time costs leading to attrition if done too frequently [116]. Thus, in our second study, we observe the costs of prompts in terms of time spent and attrition rates, by randomizing the frequency at which we ask users to choose their desired intervention difficulty levels. We find that excessive prompting significantly increases attrition rates, but that occasional prompting is actually beneficial for retention.

In our third study, we investigate users’ future intentions. Specifically, we allow users to not only weaken their interventions, but to save that preference for an hour, a day, or a week. While the most popular intervention level continues to be “No Intervention”, the most popular request is to ask again immediately on the next visit. This combination recurs repeatedly, with users continually disabling the system for the current visit but requesting that it try again next
time rather than stop asking. This snooze button behavior suggests that users remain optimistic about their potential for future behavior change, even if in practice it never materializes.

This paper contributes an analysis of changes in user intervention difficulty preferences in the context of online productivity. We find that users’ hope springs eternal: while users choose easier intervention difficulty levels over time and short-term choices can be detrimental to their ability to save time, most users choose to have choices, seemingly expecting to return to more difficult interventions in the near future.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Self-Interruptions and Productivity Interventions

Self-interruptions [53] are a widespread occurrence in the workplace [69] and among students [82], which are characterized by users interrupting their work with social media [89], email [81], and recreational web browsing [131]. The relationship of self-interruptions and social media use with well-being is complicated – there can be benefits [22, 105, 107, 127], but excessive social media use can also lead to reduced well-being [21, 24, 65, 128].

A number of sociotechnical approaches have emerged to reduce self-interruptions, including deactivating social network accounts [15], internet addiction bootcamps [67], workplace site filters [46], time trackers [58, 59], as well as various productivity interventions delivered via browser extensions [2, 63, 77, 78], phone applications [57, 62], and chatbots [129].

A challenge in the design of these systems is how much control to give users. In the case of workplace site filters, overly restrictive policies can lower productivity and employee satisfaction [35]. However, if productivity interventions are controlled by users, they can easily be uninstalled or bypassed, and rely on the user remaining committed to continue using them [2, 63]. Thus, productivity tools need to adapt to users [78], which they could do by asking users about their intervention preferences and adapting interventions accordingly.

2.2 Why Lapses Occur: Initial Expectations, Present-Biased Choices, and Self-Control

Sometimes, users choose an intervention – such as deactivating their Facebook account and pledging to never use it again – only to give up and reactivate weeks later [15]. User behavior can lapse for numerous reasons, including declining motivation [17, 84, 104]. Relapse management techniques, which aim to combat such lapses [18, 83, 87, 93, 115], are implemented by some behavior change systems. Examples include “cheat points”, which allow temporary deviations from goals [2], or “streak freezes”, which allow users to maintain a streak without performing the target behavior [51]. Some studies allow users to choose their own intervention [100, 110, 114], but this paper is the first system to study changes in user intervention preferences as reflected by repeated intervention choices over time.

Do users have difficulty sticking to their behavior change regimens because they have unrealistic initial expectations? In dieting contexts, users tend to overestimate their self-control abilities and have unrealistic expectations of their ability to lose weight [124], though this varies by individual [34]. Users likewise underestimate the amount of time they spend on email and instant messaging when using laptops during lectures [64]. However, while users underestimate the number of times they visit Facebook, they overestimate the time they spend on Facebook [37, 55] and online [9, 113].

Another reason why users struggle to achieve their behavior change goals is that users make short-term choices that conflict with their long-term goals [4]. These manifest themselves as inability to delay gratification, lack of self-control, procrastination, and addiction [73, 120]. Present-biased choices can be attributed to a number of factors – firstly, short-term benefits are more immediate and salient than long-term losses, leading us to discount future outcomes [3, 73, 123]. Additionally, we are often certain of short-term benefits, while long-term effects are less certain, so we discount the uncertain, long-term outcomes [101], or end up considering only a desirable subset of possible outcomes [60, 119]. Optimism can also play a role in present-biased choices, as we are often overly optimistic that we will not suffer from possible negative long-term consequences [56, 136]. Self-control – the ability to resist desires when they conflict with goals – is a key predictor of success [36, 36]. While self-control abilities vary between individuals, situational factors can also influence self-control in the moment [50]. Self-control theories have been used for designing better systems to combat distractions [77].

2.3 Attrition in Behavior Change Systems

Attrition is a major problem faced by behavior change systems [38]. Within the HabitLab system, mismatches between users’ intervention difficulty preferences and interventions shown by the system are commonly reported as a reason for uninstalling [63], which motivates us to investigate adapting to user preferences as a means of potentially reducing attrition. That said, attrition in behavior change contexts is influenced by many factors, including lacking time [88], motivation [20], enjoyment of interventions [130], the costs of interventions [52], lacking intention to change [16], intervention novelty [63], unintentionally forgetting about interventions [72], or temporary lapses leading to abandonment [2].

A number of technical approaches help address these issues – for example, adaptive phone and email notifications can help remind users about interventions at the right time [66, 70]. Ambient interventions embedded into routinely used apps, smartwatches, home-screens, or lock screens can encourage engagement during downtime [23, 27, 61, 137]. Gamification approaches such as streaks, points, and giving users cheat points can improve enjoyment and reduce abandonment after temporary lapses [2, 5, 25, 31, 77]. Some systems ask users to make social and financial commitments to encourage them to stick to their goals [44, 99]. Many systems for controlling time online or on phones show interventions automatically during usage, thus reducing attrition via defaults – user inaction will not lead to attrition, as the tools need to be explicitly uninstalled [62, 63, 77, 97].

2.4 Promoting Behavior Change

There are several theoretical frameworks of behavior change [4, 12, 41, 91, 104, 108, 109, 111, 125]. Many of these theories put focal emphasis on the user’s commitment to the behavior change regimen [41, 91, 108, 125]. Fogg’s B=MAT model, for example,
we draw on the theory of self-shaping: installing software to show which may be unreliable [43]. Some behavior change techniques prompt users about their preferences — or will the act of asking shift, but the system remains with the user’s initial difficulty set—difficulty preferences, and if yes, when and how often?

In our work, we draw on the theory of self-shaping: installing software to show interventions, and choosing intervention difficulty levels, can be thought of as a self-shaping commitment device [94].

The field of behavioral economics has developed a number of theoretical frameworks for how to present choices to influence people’s choices, known as choice architectures [54, 126]. Defaults are a well-known choice architecture which work by exploiting the status-quo bias [112]. Other widely used choice architectures include limiting the number of choices [29], sorting choices [76], grouping choices [42], and simplifying choice attributes to be more easily interpretable [103, 122]. A number of choice architectures have been developed to combat our bias towards present-biased choices, aversion to uncertainty, and lead us to choices that have better long-term outcomes [54, 123, 133].

Existing studies on self-control and choice architectures have studied contexts where choices only need to be made once or infrequently, and feedback and measurements are often delayed [54]. The context of online productivity provides a superb domain for studying changing user preferences and choices, as we can prompt users multiple times per day, we can vary the frequency of prompting, and the system can provide immediate feedback in response to user choices [63]. This provides us with a more fine-grained lens on how users’ preferences change over time.

2.5 Changing Preferences Over Time in Behavior Change Systems

Prior work demonstrates that users will struggle to adhere to their behavior change goals, but the temporal dynamics of this process remain unknown. In this paper, we explore, if users are allowed to choose the difficulty of their interventions, how they navigate the tradeoffs inherent to managing ideal difficulty, and the tradeoffs of different strategies that a behavior change system can pursue to adapt to these changing preferences. This leads us to the following research questions:

RQ1: How do users’ intervention difficulty choices change over time? If users’ intervention difficulty preferences do not change over time, then behavior change systems can just ask users their preferences during onboarding. However, if they change over time, then behavior change systems may need to continually adapt to users’ changing intervention difficulty preferences.

RQ2: Should a behavior change system ask users about their difficulty preferences, and if yes, when and how often? If preferences shift, but the system remains with the user’s initial difficulty setting, it could lead to friction or discontinued use. Should the system prompt users about their preferences — or will the act of asking itself cause attrition? How often should systems prompt users — while more frequent prompting may allow us to more accurately model users’ preferences, excessive prompting may have time costs and lead to attrition. We will explore the tradeoffs of prompting frequency with regards to time costs, attrition, and prediction accuracy.

RQ3: Do users prefer to be asked about their intervention difficulty preferences, and if yes, how often do they prefer to be asked? If users’ difficulty preferences do not frequently change, we would expect that users would choose to be asked about their difficulty preferences infrequently. However, if users choose to be frequently prompted about their difficulty preferences, yet they keep choosing the same difficulty, this might suggest that users are expecting their future choices to differ from their current choice.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM: THE HABITLAB BEHAVIOR CHANGE SYSTEM

To answer these research questions, we conducted three studies on HabitLab [62, 63], an in-the-wild behavior change experimentation platform where users participate in behavior change experiments to help them reduce time online. Users install the browser extension, select sites they wish to reduce time on (goal sites), and are shown various productivity interventions when they visit those sites, such as those shown in Figure 1.1

3.1 Participant Demographics

All participants of the studies in this paper were not recruited or compensated, but were rather all organic installs who discovered HabitLab though sources such as the website, the listing on the Chrome extension store, or press coverage in sources such as Wired or the New York Times. All users whose data we analyzed consented to participate in studies and share their data for research purposes upon installation.

As of this analysis, the HabitLab browser extension has over 12,000 daily active users. According to Google Analytics, 81% of HabitLab users are male, and the most represented age group is 25 to 34. Users are from over 150 countries, and the most represented countries are the USA, Spain, Germany, and Russia. The goal sites they most commonly chose to reduce their time on were Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, Reddit, Gmail, Netflix, and VK.

3.2 Interventions and Difficulty Levels

HabitLab includes interventions to help users reduce their time online, some of which are shown in Figure 1. Some interventions are designed for specific websites such as Facebook, while others are generic and can be used on all sites.

We wished to categorize interventions into difficulty levels. We did so by asking three independent raters (HabitLab users who had been using the platform for over a month) to rate the difficulty level of each intervention as easy, medium, or hard. We opted for a 3-level difficulty categorization, as our studies ask users to choose difficulty levels and we did not want to overwhelm them with too many choices. We took the intervention’s difficulty to be the median of its ratings. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient [118], a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement for ordinal data, was $0.53 – 0.63$.

1Descriptions of additional interventions can be found in Supplement A. More details about the HabitLab system can be found in [62, 63].
Figure 1: Examples of a few of the many HabitLab interventions available for reducing time on Facebook. From left to right, top to bottom: a timer showing time spent on site at the top of screen (difficulty rated as Easy); a timer injected into the news feed (Easy); requiring the user to opt-in to show the news feed (Medium); requiring the user to set a time limit for how long they will spend this session (Medium); preventing scrolling after a certain number of scrolls until the user clicks a button (Hard); a countdown timer that automatically closes the tab after time elapses (Hard)

indicating that intervention difficulty perceptions may vary between users. Intervention ratings, descriptions, and their effectiveness can be found in Supplement A.

While our definition of intervention difficulty is based on difficulty ratings as opposed to observed effectiveness, interventions rated as more difficult are also more effective. We tested this in a study where on each visit to Facebook, a randomly chosen intervention (or no intervention) is shown. We then measure time spent on Facebook in the presence of that intervention.

A total of 14,139,727 exposure samples were used in this study, from 14,834 users. Our investigation revealed that the most time is spent when there was no intervention (median of 199 seconds per session), followed by easy (185 seconds), medium (161 seconds), and hard (135 seconds) interventions, as shown in Figure 2. There is a significant effect of difficulty on effectiveness according to a Kruskal-Wallis H test ($H=37654, p < 0.001$). Differences between pairs of groups are all statistically significant ($p < 0.001$) according to pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests. From this result, we conclude that the difficulty labels capture not only raters' opinions, but also are associated with monotonically increasing time savings when deployed, suggesting that they are in practice more effective.

Figure 2: Box plot of Facebook session durations in the presence of interventions. Sessions are significantly shorter in the presence of more difficult interventions. Any intervention difficulty level is more effective than no intervention.

A more detailed version of this study with Mann-Whitney U-statistic values and per-intervention analyses can be found in Supplement A.
4 STUDY 1: CHANGES IN INTERVENTION DIFFICULTY CHOICES OVER TIME

In our first study, we seek to understand temporal patterns in how users make choices that balance their commitment to their behavior change regimen against their interest in browsing a goal site. We do so by measuring how users’ intervention difficulty preferences change over time, as observed through the intervention difficulty levels they choose on HabitLab. If these preferences are static, then we can just ask about preferences once, and keep them as-is. Many behavior change systems implicitly make this assumption, as they only ask the user to state their goals and configure the system during onboarding, and do not later revisit these goals to see whether the user’s preferences have changed over time. If intervention difficulty preferences change over time, then understanding the trends will allow our systems to better tailor interventions to users.

4.1 Methodology

When users install HabitLab, we prompt them during onboarding to choose how difficult they would like the interventions to be: No Intervention (“Don’t do anything: just track time”), Easy (“Light touch”), Medium (“Medium”), or Hard (“Heavy handed”). Each option is annotated with an example intervention at that difficulty level. Later, as the user continues to use the system, we ask them via a periodic prompt on each visit to a goal site how difficult they would like to have their intervention for that visit, as shown in Figure 4. By tracking changes in the chosen difficulty levels and how they differ from initial preferences indicated during onboarding, we can see how preferences change over time.
4.2 Results

Responses to the onboarding question of how difficult they would like to have their interventions are shown in Figure 5. The question was answered by 8,372 users. The majority of users desire some form of intervention, with easy interventions being the most frequently chosen option, and no interventions being the least frequently chosen option. A chi-square test indicates there is a significant difference in proportions of responses ($\chi^2 = 2083.4, p < 0.001$). Post-hoc tests on the resulting chi-square contingency table [40, 117] indicate that all pairs of differences are significant ($p < 0.001$).

As we are interested in changes in intervention difficulty preferences over time, we study successive responses to difficulty choice prompts over time. We consider users who have seen and selected an intervention difficulty at least 200 times: a total of 1,240 users during our study period. We visualize this in 2 figures: Figure 3 shows the percent of users who choose each difficulty level at each of the 200 timesteps. Figure 6 visualizes each of the first 200 difficulty choices by each of the user 1,240 users. User preferences initially have a majority of users choosing to have interventions, and many initially go through an exploration phase where they try out different intervention difficulties, which can be seen in Figure 6 as changing colors on the left side. However, over time users choose progressively easier interventions, with 73% of users choosing to be shown no intervention by their 200th visit, as can be seen in Figure 3.

5 STUDY 2: COSTS AND TRADEOFFS OF DIFFICULTY CHOICE PROMPTS

In the first study, we showed that users’ intervention difficulty preferences change over time, as indicated by their intervention difficulty choices. Thus, if a behavior change system aims to give users interventions of their desired difficulty, we cannot simply ask about preferences once during onboarding and assume they remains static – the system must continually adapt.

This situation creates challenges for system designers: continually asking users about their preferences may be burdensome and result in attrition. In this section, we measure the costs of asking users to choose a preferred intervention difficulty, and how frequently we need to sample to be able to accurately predict the user’s preferred difficulty choices.

5.1 Time costs of difficulty choice prompts

5.1.1 Methodology. We can measure the time costs of difficulty choice prompts by observing the time it takes users to answer the difficulty prompt shown in Figure 4. The time we measure is from when the prompt appears on screen, until the user selects a choice. We consider only sessions where the user actually answers the prompt, as opposed to simply ignoring it.

To determine whether showing the difficulty prompt results in a significant change in duration of visits to goal sites, each time a user visits a goal site the prompt is randomly shown with 50% probability. We measure the overall session lengths – that is, the total time spent from when the user visits a domain until they leave it –
Figure 7: Effects of varying frequencies of difficulty choice prompts on retention rates. Retention is significantly higher when users are asked about their difficulty preferences at a low frequency (25% of visits), compared to being asked on every visit.

Figure 8: Histogram of time spent answering the difficulty choice prompt. Only sessions where the user made a choice are included. The median is 1.55 seconds.

Table 1: Effects of varying frequencies of difficulty choice prompts on retention rates. Retention is significantly higher when the prompts are shown 25% of the time, compared to 100% of the time (indicated by the hazard ratio).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Beta (SE)</th>
<th>Hazard Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% of visits (ref)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% of visits</td>
<td>-0.09 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.78, 1.08)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% of visits</td>
<td>-0.25 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.66, 0.92)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% of visits</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.78, 1.12)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Effects of difficulty choice prompt frequency on retention

The costs of difficulty choice prompts are not restricted to time—they may annoy and distract users, leading to attrition. We received feedback from many users that they had uninstalled HabitLab because they were annoyed by excessive difficulty choice prompts. That said, users often enjoy having their preferences taken into account, and difficulty choice prompts might help users gain a sense of control over the system. Hence, we hypothesized that there may be a tradeoff, with occasional prompting being beneficial, but excessive prompting increasing attrition.

5.2.1 Methodology. We performed an experiment in which we measure the causal effect of changing the interval of difficulty choice prompts on attrition. To do so, we randomly assign users into different conditions according to how frequently we show the difficulty choice prompt. There are 4 conditions: users can be asked 0% of

5.1.2 Results. A histogram showing the time spent answering the difficulty choice prompt is shown in Figure 8. This represents 16,183 responses from 1,831 users. The median of the distribution is 1.55 seconds. We find that there is no significant difference in the duration of sessions when an difficulty prompt is shown, vs not shown. Thus, from the perspective of time spent answering the prompt, our prompts for measuring user difficulty preferences appear to not have major costs. Additionally, the prompt itself does not appear to be influencing time spent on sites.
We believe it is because showing the prompt occasionally may be annoying to the user, while the numeric results are shown in Table 1. We observe via visits, 25% of visits, 50% of visits, or 100% of visits. On visits where a prompt was shown, users are shown an intervention of the difficulty they choose in the prompt. If a prompt was not shown, users are shown an intervention of the difficulty they chose the last time they answered the prompt (falling back their difficulty choice during onboarding if they have not yet seen any prompts).³ We ran this experiment with 1108 users over 528 days, and analyzed retention using a Cox hazard regression model [28].

5.3 Effects of difficulty choice prompt frequency on accuracy

Given that we found that asking users about their difficulty preferences every visit is detrimental to retention, and that asking the same question with lower frequency has higher retention, we would ideally like to use low-frequency difficulty choice prompts to model user preferences. However, there is a tradeoff between frequency and accuracy – asking with lower frequency may lead to lower accuracy. Hence, in this analysis we simulate different frequencies of asking users for their difficulty preference, and observe the accuracy of predicting the actual difficulty chosen by the user. We show results for a model that will predict that the user will choose the same difficulty that they chose the last time they saw the difficulty choice prompt. As shown in Figure 9, we can correctly predict the user’s difficulty choice with 96.1% accuracy if we show the difficulty choice prompt at most once per hour, 94.7% accuracy if we ask at most once per day, or 92.8% accuracy if we ask at most once per week. Hence, low frequency prompts are sufficient to accurately predict user intervention difficulty preferences.

6 STUDY 3: USER PREFERENCES FOR DIFFICULTY CHOICE PROMPTS

Our previous study measured behavioral outcomes such as attrition with various frequencies of difficulty choice prompts, but did not take into account user preference at all. We found that retention was improved by asking users about their preferred difficulty at a low frequency, yet there were some users who were sufficiently annoyed by difficulty choice prompts that it led them to uninstall. If given control over prompting frequency, would users want to slide to longer and longer windows of low difficulty or no interventions – as would be consistent with the tendency to regress in difficulty we observed in Study 1? Or would they still choose low-frequency difficulty choice prompts, to maintain their sense of control over intervention difficulty?

6.1 Methodology

In order to gather this data, we introduced an additional prompt shown immediately after the user selects the intervention difficulty which asks the user when they wish to be prompted again (Figure 10). The interventions that users are shown remain at the difficulty they chose until the next time the prompt is shown. We gathered 31,979 exposure samples from 644 users over the course of 385 days.

6.2 Results

User preferences for when they wish to be asked about intervention difficulty are shown in Figure 12. We observe that users most commonly choose the option to be asked again the next visit. A chi-square test indicates there is a significant difference in proportions of responses ($\chi^2 = 217.79, p < 0.001$). Post-hoc tests on the resulting chi-square contingency table [40, 117] indicate that the difference between Next Hour vs Next Day is not significant ($p > 0.5$), while...
Figure 11: Choices for intervention difficulty intersected with when to ask again about difficulty. The most commonly chosen option is to have no intervention this visit, but be asked again on the next visit. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 12: User preferences for frequency of difficulty choice prompts. A plurality (44%) of users most commonly choose to be asked about intervention difficulty on the next visit. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

All other pairs are significantly different ($p < 0.01$ for Next Visit vs Next Week, and $p < 0.001$ for all others).

To confirm that users’ preferences to be asked again about difficulty the next visit is not just a transient phenomenon that goes away over time, we show the change in user choices over time, across the 349 users who made at least 10 choices, in Figure 13. Here, we observe that users’ choice of when to be asked again is mostly stable over time, and there is in fact a slight increase in the fraction of users choosing to be asked again next visit over the first 3 visits. This is the opposite trend of what we would expect would result from fatigue due to excessive prompting – which would be that users would choose to be shown prompts less frequently over time.\(^4\)

\(^4\)See Supplement D for additional visualizations and analyses over longer periods.
We also visualize the intersection of the intervention difficulty chosen and when the user wishes to be asked again in Figure 11. Here, we find that the most commonly chosen combination is to have no intervention this visit, but to be asked again in the following visit. This result is peculiar, as it seems irrational on the part of users. If users did not want to be bothered by interventions, the logical choice would be to show the intervention difficulty prompt as infrequently as possible – that is, next week. If users wanted to change the intervention difficulty every visit, we would expect to see frequent changes from choosing no intervention to more difficult interventions. However, as we can see in Figure 6 this rarely happens – once a user falls into a pattern of repeatedly choosing to have no intervention, they only occasionally deviate from it.

7 DISCUSSION

This paper is motivated by our observation that users who uninstall HabitLab often cite a mismatch between the difficulty of interventions shown by HabitLab and the difficulty users would prefer as a reason for uninstalling [63]. As a result, we wish to understand changes in users’ intervention difficulty preferences over time, and whether it is helpful for behavior change systems to adapt to users’ difficulty preferences by prompting them to select intervention difficulty levels. We ran studies on the HabitLab platform to investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: How do users’ intervention difficulty choices change over time? We find that user choices of intervention difficulty decline over time. Thus, our behavior change system cannot simply ask users their preferences during onboarding and assume they will remain constant – it needs to continually adapt to changing user preferences.

RQ2: Should a behavior change system ask users about their difficulty preferences, and if yes when and how often? We find that prompting users for their intervention difficulty preference with low frequency has low time costs, and that low-frequency prompting reduces attrition compared to high-frequency prompting. Low-frequency prompting is sufficient to accurately predict user difficulty choices. Thus, a strategy of prompting at low frequency works well for both reducing attrition and adapting to user preferences.

RQ3: Do users prefer to be asked about their intervention difficulty preferences, and if yes, how often do they prefer to be asked? If given a choice of when to be asked again, users will most commonly choose to have no intervention this visit, but to be asked again the next visit. Thus, given users continually ask to be asked again, they appear to expect their future intervention difficulty preferences to change, and do not mind being prompted.

Users are initially optimistic when choosing behavior change interventions – perhaps unrealistically so. We have found that users choose higher difficulty interventions during onboarding than they choose long-term. If we ask users about their desired intervention difficulty later on, it will progressively decline over time.

What are the factors underlying changes in users’ intervention difficulty preferences over time? A decline in motivation might occur among HabitLab users over time – in contexts such as volunteering, declines in motivation have been cited as possible reasons for people volunteering less over time [134]. However there are alternative explanations for changing intervention difficulty preferences – it could indicate a shift in priorities, or a decline in commitment to the goal of reducing time online – perhaps the user installed HabitLab to help them focus during a deadline, and once the deadline has passed they care less about reducing time online. Another alternative is that after repeated exposure, the effectiveness of the intervention declines [63], and users may end up opting for no intervention because they find interventions more distracting than helpful.

Despite users’ tendency to choose easier interventions over time, they cling on to hope that they will get back on track. If we ask them when they wish to be asked again about intervention difficulty, by far the most common choice is to have no intervention this visit, but to ask again the next visit.

One explanation for these phenomenon is a combination of users focusing on immediate outcomes when making choices, but attempting to preserve their self-image to be in accordance with their long-term goals when planning about the future. While this behavior seems contradictory, it can be explained from the perspective of reducing cognitive dissonance [39]. Users wish to enjoy the short-term benefits of violating their long-term goals, yet still convince themselves that they will later return to pursuing their long-term goal so they avoid the feeling of having given up. Thus, just like a dieter confronted with temptation may promise themselves that they will only lapse this one time and will stick to their diet in the future — only to repeatedly lapse in the future — HabitLab users may convince themselves that they are only taking a break this one time, and will resume interventions in the future. By retaining the option of resuming in the future, they can continue to reassure themselves that they have not given up on their goal.

An alternative explanation for our result that users consistently choose to have no intervention, but want to be asked again, is that the difficulty choice prompts themselves serve as an intervention that some users feel they need. Perhaps users enjoy the reminder, or they enjoy the sense of choosing, or they think the prompt itself is effective at reducing their time online. As seen by the increase in attrition when users are shown difficulty choice prompts at higher frequencies (Section 5.2), and complaints we received from users about excessive prompting while running this study, this enjoyment of prompting likely does not apply to all users. Additionally, while the presence of prompting can change behavior [14], we did not observe a difference in time spent when the difficulty choice prompt was shown, vs when it was not (Section 5.1), so the prompts themselves do not seem effective as an intervention in this context. However, it is possible that despite annoying some users to the point that they uninstall, other users believe the difficulty choice prompt provides enough value that they constantly ask for it to be shown again.

If we decide we should ask users about their intervention preferences, how often should we do so? In our experiments studying the effects of varying prompting frequency on retention, we found that low prompting frequency results in the highest retention (Section 5.2 and Supplement C). Yet, when choosing when to be asked next about intervention difficulty – which effectively allows users to choose their prompting frequency – they most often choose to be asked again next visit (Section 6), effectively choosing the highest prompting frequency. These results are not necessarily contradictory – people often do not correctly predict their own long-term preferences [74, 121], often prefer retaining the ability to choose [68], the act of choosing itself can influence their future perceptions [75], and there can be individual differences in tolerance for prompting [30].
As for frequency of prompting, if allowing users to choose themselves they split between the two extremes of low and high frequency (Section 6), and preferences do not change over time (Supplement D), but giving users additional control over prompting frequency does not appear to be beneficial for retention or effectiveness (Supplement B and C). This suggests that continually asking users about prompting frequency is not necessary, and keeping prompting at low frequency should be sufficient to avoid attrition.

How might we design behavior change systems for users who wish to retain their self-image as sticking to their long-term goals, but are continually tempted to break them via present-biased choices? It may be the case that the act of choosing itself impairs self-control [132], in which case one option is to remove choices entirely, and not tempt users. For example, just like we could prevent the dieter from encountering desserts and default them to salads, we can simply default users to harder interventions5. So long as the interventions are not so far above the user’s preferred difficulty level that they drop out, they may continue to stick to it and enjoy the benefits.

Our observation that users weaken their intervention difficulty over time, but appear to hope to re-strengthen it soon, suggests that commitment devices [13, 19, 86, 92] might be worth exploring as potential strategies for keeping users engaged with interventions. Platforms could capitalize on opportunities to try and get users to commit to a slightly more difficult set of interventions, knowing that it might weaken again later. For example, rather than asking the user what difficulty of intervention they would like this visit, we could ask them upfront what difficulty level they will want in the future. By removing the choice, the user’s decision is less susceptible to influence from the present. Thus, user choice is not necessarily detrimental — rather, choices should be designed in a way that steers users towards achieving their goals.

7.1 Limitations

Given that perceptions of intervention difficulty may vary depending on the user, one may ask why we chose to have a single categorization of intervention difficulty levels, as opposed to developing a personalized categorization for each user. The latter approach would require users to try out and rate difficulties of all interventions during onboarding before they can start using the system — a lengthy task that would result in our uncompensated, voluntary users not completing onboarding and instead uninstalling. Furthermore, a user’s perception of intervention difficulty might change over time, so for truly accurate per-user intervention difficulty ratings we would need additional prompts, which would increase attrition. Per-user intervention difficulties would also complicate statistical analyses, as it would introduce per-user variation in the distributions of randomly chosen easy/medium/hard interventions.

One might ask how the difficulty levels chosen by users may relate to other measures, such as how motivated users are to save time online. Although it is possible that motivation may influence users’ choices, it is not necessarily directly observable through users’ intervention difficulty choices. We chose to measure users’ difficulty choices rather than asking them about “motivation”, as “motivation” is challenging to define and measure directly — users may not accurately self-report motivation when asked [43].

Our methodology of asking users for their preferred intervention difficulty this visit, and then when they would like to be asked again, is somewhat similar to commitment devices as well as experience sampling, but does not match the traditional definition of either. Commitment devices generally ask users to make future commitments [19]. For example, “Would you like to commit to hard interventions for next week?” would be an example of a commitment device in this context. Experience sampling, in turn, differs from our methodology as it generally does not react to the user’s choice by immediately presenting an intervention [49]. For example, asking “How difficult did you find that intervention?”, and not acting on the response, would be an example of experience sampling in this context.

8 CONCLUSION

Attrition is a major problem faced by behavior change systems [38, 63], and users commonly report mismatches between the difficulty of interventions shown by the system and users’ preferred difficulty as a reason for attrition [63]. In this paper we have explored how users’ intervention difficulty preferences change over time, and how behavior change systems can adapt to them. Using prompts on the HabitLab platform, we find that users choose higher intervention difficulty during onboarding, but that their choice of intervention difficulty declines over time. We find that asking users their preferred intervention difficulty at low frequency can both accurately predict the user’s preference for intervention difficulty, and can be done at low cost in terms of time and attrition rates.

If we allow users to choose both their desired intervention difficulty as well as when they will be prompted next, they overwhelmingly choose to have no intervention this visit, but to be prompted again next visit. However, users continue to request the system to do nothing, but ask again the next visit, and rarely end up later choosing harder interventions. We believe their choice to have no intervention this visit is driven by present-biased decisions that discount future outcomes, while their choice to be prompted again is driven by a wish to avoid cognitive dissonance and a belief that they will soon get back on track towards achieving their behavior change goals.

Many HCI systems aim to empower users by predicting and understanding users’ intentions and preferences, and following them. In the case of behavior change systems, empowering users to achieve their goals requires us to understand users’ preferences, while taking into consideration that users may be overly optimistic when initially choosing their behavior change regimen, and may succumb to present-biased choices over time.
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